APPLICATION AWARDS - 2000

AWARD: Short Essay  
NAME: Michel Pieter Aaij  
SCHOOL: University of Alabama  
AMOUNT: $200

AWARD: Short Essay  
NAME: Kimberly Taylor  
SCHOOL: College of Charleston  
AMOUNT: $200

AWARD: Short Essay  
NAME: Mikela French  
SCHOOL: Boise State University  
AMOUNT: $200

AWARD: Regional  
NAME: Abbey Dick  
SCHOOL: Assumption College  
REGION: Eastern  
AMOUNT: $500

AWARD: Regional  
NAME: Carolyn A. Skebe  
SCHOOL: University of North Texas  
REGION: Southwestern  
AMOUNT: $500

--------------

CONVENTION WRITING AWARDS - 2000

AWARD: Critical Essay - Top Award  
NAME: Jennifer Jenson  
SCHOOL: University of Central Oklahoma  
AMOUNT: $200

AWARD: Critical Essay  
NAME: Sarah Buck  
SCHOOL: Northern Illinois University  
AMOUNT: $100

AWARD: Critical Essay  
NAME: Kelly Battles  
SCHOOL: Alma College  
AMOUNT: $100
AWARD: Critical Essay
NAME: Leah Jackson
SCHOOL: Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi
AMOUNT: $100

AWARD: Personal Essay
NAME: Lori Chastaine
SCHOOL: Boise State University
AMOUNT: $100

AWARD: Short Story
NAME: Maria Murphy
SCHOOL: University of North Texas
AMOUNT: $100

AWARD: Poetry
NAME: Salita Glasgow Bryant
SCHOOL: University of Mississippi
AMOUNT: $100

AWARD: Poetry
NAME: Heather Fann
SCHOOL: University of Alabama
AMOUNT: $100

AWARD: Poetry
NAME: Jennifer Olds
SCHOOL: California State Polytechnic U. - Pomona
AMOUNT: $100

DELTA AWARDS - 1999
NAME: Richard Cloyed
NAME: E. Nelson James
NAME: Elva Bell McLin
NAME: Isabel Sparks

INT. FUTURE TEACHER AWARDS - 2000
AWARD: Future Teacher
NAME: Karen Jo Smidt
SCHOOL: University of Northern Colorado
AMOUNT: $1000

AWARD: Future Teacher
NAME: Erin Kaufman
SCHOOL: University of Dayton
AMOUNT: $1000

AWARD: Future Teacher - 1st alternate
NAME: Sarah Norquist
SCHOOL: Luther College
AMOUNT: $500

AWARD: Future Teacher - 2nd alternate
NAME: Heather Fann
SCHOOL: University of Alabama
AMOUNT: $500

LITERARY ARTS JOURNAL AWARDS - 2000
AWARD: 1st Place
NAME: "Design"
SCHOOL: Iowa Wesleyan College
AMOUNT: $300

AWARD: Honorable Mention
NAME: "Lines"
SCHOOL: Ft. Hays State University
AMOUNT: $100

OUTSTANDING CHAPTER AWARDS - 2000
AWARD: Outstanding
SCHOOL: Northern Illinois University
SPONSORS: Don Hardy
AMOUNT: $750

AWARD: Superior
SCHOOL: Illinois State University
SPONSOR: Sally Parry & Robert McLaughlin
AMOUNT: $500
AWARD: Excellent  
SCHOOL: Clarion University of Pennsylvania  
SPONSORS: Kevin Stemmler  
AMOUNT: $250

AWARD: Excellent  
SCHOOL: University of Nevada, Las Vegas  
SPONSORS: Timothy Erwin  
AMOUNT: $250

AWARD: Meritorious  
SCHOOL: Ohio Northern University  
SPONSOR: Eva McManus

OUTSTANDING SPONSOR AWARDS - 2000
AWARD: Elaine Hughes  
NAME: Dorothy Sutton  
SCHOOL: Eastern Kentucky University  
AMOUNT: $500

AWARD: Outstanding Sponsor - Eastern Region  
NAME: Kevin Stemmler  
SCHOOL: Clarion University  
AMOUNT: $100

AWARD: Outstanding Sponsor - Midwestern Region  
NAME: Robert Boyer  
SCHOOL: St. Norbert College  
AMOUNT: $100

RECTANGLE WRITING AWARDS - 2000
AWARD: Poetry (Eleanor B. North)  
NAME: Julia Danho  
SCHOOL: Susquehanna University  
AMOUNT: $750

AWARD: Short Story (Herbert L. Hughes)  
NAME: Lynnette Curtis  
SCHOOL: University of Nevada - Las Vegas  
AMOUNT: $750
AWARD: Critical Essay (Fredrick Fadner)
NAME: Benjamin Boyce Crader
SCHOOL: University of Georgia
AMOUNT: $750

AWARD: Personal Essay
NAME: Michelle Ellringer
SCHOOL: Luther College
AMOUNT: $750

AWARD: Best Writing, any genre (Judson Q. Owen)
NAME: Michelle Ellringer
SCHOOL: Luther College
AMOUNT: $750

SCHOLARSHIPS - 2000
AWARD: Regnery - Winner
NAME: Michel Pieter Aaij
SCHOOL: University of Alabama
AMOUNT: $2500

AWARD: Regnery - Runner up
NAME: Colleen Crisp
SCHOOL: University of Mary Hardin-Baylor
AMOUNT: $500

AWARD: Graduate - Winner
NAME: Meredith Larson
SCHOOL: Northern Illinois University
AMOUNT: $2000

AWARD: Graduate - Winner
NAME: Patricia Thomas
SCHOOL: University of Idaho
AMOUNT: $2000

AWARD: Graduate - Runner up
NAME: Gregory Brown
SCHOOL: University of Mississippi
AMOUNT: $500

AWARD: Senior - Winner
NAME: Mikela French
SCHOOL: Boise State University
AMOUNT: $2000

AWARD: Senior - Winner
NAME: Alan Williams
SCHOOL: Loyola University - New Orleans
AMOUNT: $2000

AWARD: Senior - Runner up
NAME: Lisa St. Ledger
SCHOOL: Missouri Southern State College
AMOUNT: $500

AWARD: Senior - Runner up
NAME: Allen Gamel
SCHOOL: University of Alabama
AMOUNT: $500

AWARD: Junior - Winner
NAME: Nathan Jun
SCHOOL: Loyola University - Chicago
AMOUNT: $2000

AWARD: Junior - Winner
NAME: Jessica Mitchell
SCHOOL: University of Mississippi
AMOUNT: $2000

AWARD: Junior - Runner up
NAME: Ashley Huffaker
SCHOOL: University of Virginia
AMOUNT: $500

AWARD: Junior - Runner up
NAME: Jennifer Kuderer
SCHOOL: Luther College
AMOUNT: $500

AWARD: Scholarly Paper - Graduate
NAME: Kenneth Bearden
SCHOOL: University of Louisiana at Lafayette
AMOUNT: $500

AWARD: Scholarly Paper - Undergraduate
NAME: Meredith Larson
SCHOOL: Northern Illinois University
AMOUNT: $500

AWARD: Study Abroad - Winner
NAME: Maria Nunez
SCHOOL: Hampton University
AMOUNT: $2000

AWARD: Study Abroad - Winner
NAME: Jill Henry
SCHOOL: Carson-Newman College
AMOUNT: $2000

AWARD: Study Abroad - Runner up
NAME: Kate Brach
SCHOOL: University of Wisconsin at Platteville
AMOUNT: $500

WEB SITE AWARDS - 2000
AWARD: Outstanding Chapter Web Site
CHAPTER: Alpha Theta Mu
SCHOOL: Texas A&M - Corpus Christi
AMOUNT: $1000

AWARD: Outstanding Chapter Web Site
CHAPTER: Delta Iota
SCHOOL: Ohio Northern University
AMOUNT: $1000

AWARD: Outstanding Chapter Web Site - Runner-up
CHAPTER: Eta Chi
SCHOOL: University of Idaho
AMOUNT: $500

AWARD: Outstanding Chapter Web Site - Runner-up
CHAPTER: Phi Xi
SCHOOL: University of Alabama
AMOUNT: $500

AWARD: Individual Web Site, Service
NAME: Meredith Larson and Jaime Hajek
SCHOOL: Northern Illinois University
AMOUNT: $1000
AWARD: Individual Web Site, Service - Runner-up
NAME: Mary Elizabeth VanLeeuwen
SCHOOL: Kansas State University
AMOUNT: $500

AWARD: Individual Web Site, Personal
NAME: Michel Pieter Aaij
SCHOOL: University of Alabama
AMOUNT: $1000

AWARD: Individual Web Site, Personal - Runner-up
NAME: Gregory Paul Brown
SCHOOL: University of Mississippi
AMOUNT: $500